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Abstract- This working paper presents the foundation which
has been set for developing an autonomous system
architecture that specifically integrates safety aspects. A
hybrid architecture is proposed with particular features for
safety integration, The major issue, in this paper is tlle clear
outlining of safety and safety aspects within the operation of
the system, This is done in order to aid th€ deyelopment of a
safety case for the autonomous excavator's functionality.

I. INTRODUCTTON

Any autonomous robotic system which needs to become a
feasible industrial proposition, will need to comply with
various safety standards. Such standards ideally require
system safety to be considered from the outset of the
system design. Indeed, one of the principle standards which
is directly applicable to systems such as autonomous robots,
IEC 61508 [1], clearly identifies a development pattem, the
safety life cycle, as the basis on which systems have to be
developed and validated. Yet, one of the major issues in
modem autonomous systems, such as mobile robotics, is
that system complexity may be high enough to give rise to
substantial difficulties in assessing safety and validating the
system [2]. Worse still, situations may arise where it is
practically impossible to carry out the required detailed
safety analysis in order to provide assuance of safety
compliance [3], unless specific consideration for such an
analysis is given in the design and development of the
system.

Safety within industrial robotic systems has been a concem
for numerous years and research in the field has been quite
substantial [4]. Vadous standards have been published for
such systems [5][6][7], these being generally targeted
towards industrial robotic systems. However, the
application of such standards to autonomous mobile robotic
systems such as mobile excavators is not a practical
proposition, for various reasons. Primar:ily the mobility of
such prevents the isolation of the robot ftom humans or the
wider environment. Indeed, this is not only unpraatical but
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also impossible, since such systems I need to interact with
their envircrunent, rather than be isolated fiom it. As a
result, such autonomous systems will need to perceive their
enviroffnent, which is generally unstruchled, and at best
only partially known, as they carry out tlre action required
to achieve the specified goal. This imposes a major safety
concem which is generally not considered in the case of
industrial robotic systems, where environments are well
structured and fully known and perceptual requirements, if
at all necessary, are very limited.

Furthermore, the issue of a well-structured arld known
envfuonment allows for a very detenafnistic safety analysis
to be perlormed in the case of industrial robots. Although
still complex enough to make a safety analysis far ftom
straight forward, such industrial robotic systems are
bounded in nature by their well-defined and controlled
envfuonment. Therefore hazardous events can be, in the vast
majority of cases, completely eliminated or monitored
closely, and very well contahed [3][8]. However, when it
comes to analysing the safety implications of autonomous
mobile systems in extemal environments, as would be the
case for a robotic excavator, where there is no control of the
dynamic environment, it becomes a virh:al1y intractable
problem to ensure the elimination of hazardous events.
Even hazard contalment becomes a very arduous task.
Furlhermore, the environment will only be partially
observable, due to practical sensory and perceptual
limitations, resulting in the added safety problem of having
to deal with the uncertainty resulting ftom this limitation on
perceptron.

As a result of t}le above constaints and the necessary need
to consider safety as a major system requirement, work has
been carried out to develop an architectue for an
autonomous excavator. Such an architecture is intended to
promote the integration of safe operational objectives with
the minimum hindrance to task achievement. Here safety
integration is not only concemed with ensuring that the
'internal system', including hardware, is fully functional.
More importantly, it has to deal with the requirement to
handle the system's limitation in observing its environment
and furthermore, assess the system's ability to interact with
its environment in a safe marurer, i.e. it's operational safety.

A further objective of the proposed architecture is the
facilitation of verifrcation and validation procedures. This is
provided for by the method in which safety is integrated
into the system architectue. The consideration of



verification and validation r€qufuements as early as the
initial architecture concept is essential for a product which
canbe assessed as safe [1][3][9].

This paper therefore is htended to illustrate such a
proposed approach to safety. Section II outlines the safety
implications and related problems within autonomous
mobile robots, and more specifrcally autonomous
excavators. This problem definition forms the basis on
which the proposed architecture has been defined. The
architectue is then explained in section III, followed by a
description, in section IV, of how such a contol sfiucture
should be able to deal with the safety issues identified
earlier on. Finally, the conclusion to this paper outlines the
progress expected through the full implementation of this
architecture and how other issues in autonomous systems
are expected to be tackled within the proposed contol
ilamework.

II. SAFETY IMpLrcATroNs FoR AuroNoMous MoBTLE
RoBoTS

Safety has been defined as 'freedom from unacceptable
risks/personal harm' [10]. A risk is considered to be the
combined effect of the likelihood of occurrence of some
undesirable event and the severity of its consequences in a
given context. The issue of acceptable and unacceptable
risk gives dse to various psychological and sociological
issues [10], which underline the expectancies of a safe
system. Such expectancies form the basis for setting safety
specifications.

Considering the complex mode in which an autonomous
excavator interacts with its enviroffnent, and the limitations
imposed on the excavator in comprehending its
surroundings justifies the need to consider safety
implications. Furthermore, an autonomous excavator not
only needs to avoid direct hazard sources such as obstacles,
but also needs to perform its task reliably, so as not to give
rise to ind ect hazard sources as would be the case if it
excavated a hole in the wrong place

In such circumstances managing risks becomes the major
task, since full avoidance of risks is very likely to
impossible. Furthermore, it is believed that the sks that do
arise are greatly dependent on the uncertainty inlerent in
the environment and the limited ability to design a system
which can react according to expectations under all
situations encountered during operation. Risk management,
thus becomes mainly a problem of managing the
uncerlainty of comprehending the environment and the
means of interacting with it. Understanding such risks
hence becomes a major safety goal in developing such
systems.

Dhillon and Fashaadi [11] have presented a clear aid to
comprehending salety and risk implications within robotic
systems. Yet their view is not focused on applications such
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as autonomous excavators where requirements for
interacting in, at best a partially structured, partially known
envuonment, are present. The following expands the
concepts to deal with mobile robots such as autonomous
excavators.

A. Hazard antl Risk Analysis

Undoubtedly, identifying the sources of hazards is a
necessity in dealing with safety, and a hazard analysis is the
tool for such hazard source identification. Two main groups
of hazard sources may be outlined when dealing with such
systems, tlese being intemally and extemally hazardous
sources or events.

Intemal hazard souces generally include failures occurring
within the hardware and control software of the system,
such as motor and sensory failure, breakdown of
communication between elements of the system, battery
discharge, and otler such failures. These are the types of
hazard sources which most safety standards, and staadard
safety design approaches try to deal with, by using various
techniques such as fault trees analysis (FTA) arrd failure
mode and effect aralysis (FMEA). Furthermore, online
diagnostic routines to cope with hardware and software
failures, either through forms of redundancy involving
switching over from one system cor4)onent to another, or
by some other form of system reconfiguration have been
implemented with success [8][12][13][14].

Extemal hazard soluces, on the other hand, are of a
completely different nature. Here, the hazards and hazard
sources are a result of the robot's interaction with its
envfuonment and not directly linked to any 'visible' system
malfunction. The mode of interaction gives rise to complex
chains of events, resulting in changes in the envionment,
which can themselves give rise to hazards. Such hazard
sources for tJle case of an autonomous excavator may
include various event sequences leading to collisions with
various envfuonmental entities, toppling in various
sihrations and even more indirect hazards resulting fiom the
modification imparted to the environment by the excavator.

Due to the nature of such hazard sources, it is not possible
to eliminate the risk involved, or reduce the risk by using
some statistical data of failure. A more heuristic approach
needs to be applied which is mosdy focused on managing
the s€quence of €vents to reduce the risks involved in the
performance of the task. Futhermore, no staightfofward
online failure diagnostic system can be applied in this case,
because there is no clearly identifiable failure, as would be
the case for intemal hazard management.

Although extemal hazard sources occur in numerous forms
and modes making the task of hazard classification very
arduous, it may be considered that such hazard sources
occur due to eitler of two svstem defrciencies:



l. The inability to perceive the extemal hazard or external
hazard source; this is mostly related to constraints in
sensory data gathering and processing but also brings
into context the notion of real-time oerception.

2. The failure to react to the perceived hazardl this is
considered to be mostly linked to decision making
process weaknesses, i.e. the inability to generate an
action which will avoid, reduce or eliminate the
occurrence of a hazard sotuce or hazard itsell Again
real-time reaction plays a fundamental role in the
ability of the system to deal with such extemal hazards
and hazard sources.

Defining and analysing hazard sources must, furthermore,
be put within the contest of the severity of hazatd
consequences Of particular importance is the requirement
to detemine the entities within the envftonment, which are
at risk from hazard occurrences, particularly humans. This
issue brings to tle fore the necessity for considering
human-robot interaction [15][16]. Aspects such as
comprehending human actions and the means of
communication with humans. thus become fundamental for
safe operation.

B. Safety Aspects during Deyelopment

The need to integrate safety aspects at each development
stage can be clearly seen when it comes to validating and
verifying such systens. Verification looks at the
compliance with the system specifrcations whereas
validation deterrnines how satisfactory the specifications
are for the system in achieving its objective. Verification,
though substantially complex for such autonomous systems,
may be achieved through various tecbniques including
formal design methods. Proving intemal system integdty is
largely a case ofverification. However, with mobile robotic
systems, where irteraction with the environment plays a
fundamental role in maintaining safety, validation is the
main challenge

C. Location of Safety within the System

The requirement to consider safety at each stage of the
development reinforces the need for safety to be an integral
part of functional control. This includes the elements
responsible for perception and action decisions. Safety
harmonisation with control therefore requires not only
conventional approaches such as statistical risk and
reliability analysis but also, an approach for integrating
safefy within the 'reasoning' and 'interpretitg' processes of
the conhol system. Therefore, a control architecture which
actively' ensures safety through its own actions needs to be
irnplemented. A robotic system interacting with its
envtonnent needs to maintain safety through its behaviour,
and hence through the combination of the processes of
DerceDtion and action.

III. AN ARCHITECTURAL FR,\MEWoRK FoR SAFETY
INTEGRATIoN

The safety requtements oudined above have led to the
development of an architectural framework which
encompasses all such requirements in a mamer that ensures
safety and dependability in the system's operation. Robot
architectues tend to fall into one of two schools. Either
they are hierarchical and contain an internal model or
representation of the robot world, or they are reactive with
behaviours that specific particular responses to paxticular
sensory inputs. The framework presented here follows a
hybrid hierarchicaVreactive architecture on which both
safety and contol requfuements are mapped. The reasons
for utilising a hybrid form of architecture are delineated
hereunder

o A purely reactive control architectue, although capable
of reacthg to the envircnment, can only perform rather
rudimentary tasks, and more imporlantly, does not
clearly have the capacity ol analysing the consequences
of its actions or of the changes in its environment F9].
Due to its very natue, such an axchitechfe-based robot
can only deal with the current situation in which it is,
thus being referred to as a 'situated' system. This is
considered to be unsatisfactory from a safety viewpoint,
particularly if the main concern is to avoid the
occurrence ofhazardous situations, rather than having to
deal with tleir occurrence.

r At the other end of the architectural spechum, puely
hierarchical control architectures do allow for the ability
of consequence analysis, mainly as a result of their
ability to reason at vadous abstract levels. Yet, such
architectures may lack the same ability to react to real-
time environmental changes, particularly in conditions
where the environment is only partially known and
unstructured. Therefore, although such systems have the
ability to avoid perceived potential hazards, they do not
have the potential of dealing with the eventuality of
such hazard occurences when hazard prediction fails.
Furthermore. such architectues suffer ftom an
inadequacy to deal with the uncertainties in the
environment [9].

Thus, a hybrid architecture tries to derive the benefrts of
both purely reactive and hierarchical architectures. The
features of typical hybrid architectures have been outlined
by various authors [3][7][18][19] exhibiting both a
reactive, behavioural component and a hierarchical, abstract
reasoning component. A hybridised architecture, therefore,
offers the facility of dealing with real-time aspects through
its reactive layer, but is also capable of havrng a more
deliberative form of behaviour through guidance from
abshact-reasoning based, command and control layers.



Hence, the integration of a reactive contol layer with
hierarchical command features, not only provides for better
task achievement when the task becomes relatively
complex, but also, and most importantly in this case, it
allows for the better management of safety. Such an
axchitecture can therefore be able to avoid and manage
potential hazards both by reacting to the current state of
operation and also by being able to analyse consequences of
its own actions.

A Three Layered Architecture

The proposed hybrid architectural framework consists of a
three layered architecture, with;

i. a lower reqctive control layer, which operates using a
number of parallel running modules and which are
influenced (but not directly controlled) by upper control
levels,

ii. an intermediqte reqctivity-coordinating layer, wh;Lch
utilises a local egocentdc world map for coordinating
the system's actions, mainly by its influence on the
lower reactive layer and,

Figure l. Layout for a Control Architectue with Safety Integration
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ili. A top sctivities-planning layer, which operates at a high
abshact level ofreasoning, ard uses a topological global
world model for planning its actions.

Figure 1 illustates the basic layout ofthe architecture.

This architectue has similarities to what has been proposed
by Chung et al [18] but the major difference in this model is
the specific mapping of safety onto the architecture. This
architecture has been developed for a modifred version of a
JCB 801 mini excavator
The essential functionalif aspects within this architecture
are outlined below.

1) Low Level Reactive Control
The lowest level of control consists of a set of reactive
modules all running in parallel which integrate both conhol
and safety features. Each of these modules receives data
and produces an output that is either a vector of motion, or
a limitation on the possible motion. The latter nay take the
form of a maximum allowable operational speed. Also,
certain status information is generated by specific modules
and hansmitted either to the upper conhol levels or utilised
for influencing other reactive modules. The vector outputs
and vector limitations are integrated into one motion output
by other modules which deal with conllict resolution and
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coordination of the various motions requfued. This ensures
that the motion vector fed to the actuator drives would be
task efficient and at the same time safe.

Safety and control are closely integmted here since at a
real-time decision level, safety ard control requfuements axe
indistinguishable. For example, even for task achievement,
real-time avoidance of obstacles and toppling are also
necessary fiom a purely operational viewpoint.

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified framework for the lower
reactive layer for travelling. A similar layout is provided for
digging. The only signals this layer receives fiom the upper
layer with regards to travelling are target position
coordinates and orientation, together with a health feedback
fiom the upper layers and a measure indicating the leve1 of
caution to be taken by the system ia its action.

For both travellirg and digging, motion vectors for the
excavator tracks and arm respectively, are generated for
obstacle and tilt avoidance, together with target position
achievement. Furthermore, a motion-assessing module is
utilised for determining the balance between avoidirg
hazards (mainly obstacle and toppling avoidance) and
achieving the required task. The motion assessor integmtes
different parameters such as the level of generation of
obstacle and toppling avoidance vectors (which indicates
the level of hazard avoidance intervention being required),
together with cautionary signals resulting from the
int€rmediate coordinate level. The balance is also affected
by the curent operational speed, due to the higher risks
involved at higher arm and track speeds.

The integrated vector output is then fed through a safe
vector output generator, which is mainly concemed with
reduciag the vector magnitude depending on speed
limitations arising from other sources. For example, the
obstacle freld speed limiter, which gathe$ data regarding
the amount of iltervention required for avoiding obstacles,

Sysrem Stress

gives a speed limit reflecting the concentration of obstacles.
Hence, if a higher obstacle avoidance intervention is
detected though this module over a short period of time,
reflecting a relatively high obstacle concentation, a slower
operational speed will result. Speed limitation is also
provided from a system stess-limiting agent, which acts in
a similar fashion to Arkin's hom€ostatic schemas [20].
This module ensures that the system operation does not
give rise to excessive pressure and temperature swges on
the system actuators and power-generating unil.

Further feedback for safe vector output is obtained ftom the
upper level-monitoring module which detemines the state
of the upper levels ftom the health signals being received.
The health signals are just used as a measure to indicate the
dependability of the data received from the upper levels.
A similar approach is taken lor the digging action.

Furlher to the above, various safety constraints inhibit
certain actions from occurring simultaneously, such as the
slewing of the excavator arm or tie movement of the tracks
while the bucket is in contact with the ground. The fusion
of all the modules and their operations, therefore, allows for
real-time safe system pedormance, where the effect of
'reactive' safety gadually increases and ultimately takes
over {iom pure task achieving reactive control as hazardous
operation conditions increase.

2) The Redctivily-Coordinating Level
At the next level of control within the hybrid architecture, a
low level of absfiact reasoning is provided. The layer
operates on an egocentric view of tle world. Indeed an
egocentric, local world model is used, which is rather
simplistic in nature, since the interpretation and perceptual
requirements at this level are relatively limited. The world
model acts partly as a shod-term memory of the perceived
world, forming the basis for the level's operational
requ[ements.

Status Signals

To Excavator Track
Drives

Figure 2. Basic Lower Reactive Control Layer Architecture for Travelling



The basic conhol requiements for this level are that of
dividing the highJevel acfivities-planaer tasks into more
manageable subtasks, which are then to be achieved by the
lower reactive layer. There is no direct control imposition
by this level on the reactive layer. Instead, this level serves
mostly as guidance in order to provide for more efficient
use of the lower reactive layer in achieving its goals. The
division of the tasks depends greatly on the perceived loca1
world model and is directly influenced by the safety
requfuements of this level. Hence, if the task objective is to
reach a specific location on a building site, the coordinating
level may use its local knowledge to opt for a route which
will directly avoid any perceived obstacles or hazardous
situations. This will ensure the minimisation of ootential
hazardous evenls which may be encountered by Lhe lower
reactive layer, that would otherwise provide for longer and
less effrcient task achievrng operations.

A major difference between this level and the reactive layer
is a better ability to distinguish safety issues fiom control
issues. This allows for safety modules to be more distinct
than in the case of the lower reactive layer. The separation
of safety ard control functions may lead to conflict and
trade-offs might be requied to come up with a working
solution.

The distinction between safety and control provides for the
partial segregation of safety modules ffom control modules.
As a result of this segregation, control modules are mainly
concemed with the division ofthe task presented to them by
the upper activities-plandng layer. Yet they are influenced
and ultimately 'censored' by the safety modules in the
mode in which tasks are subdivided. This influence does
not take the form of a highly abstract symbolic
communication, but rather operates on a safety windowing
principle, labelling perceived zones according to the level
of potential risk when operating within such zones. The
reason for the influential action is to allow the control
modules to generate a task subdivision which is both safe
and efficient. The censoring action however provides for an
ultimate veto over unsafe subtasks.
Feedback ftom the reactive layer, indicating its mode of
operation, is used both as a feedback to the coordirating
level control modules to determine the level of task
achievement, and by the salety modules as an indicator of
sale performance. The way in which the safety modules
intewene to maintain safety will therefore be influenced by
the feedback frorn the reactive layer. Furthermore,
judgements on safety made by the upper activities-planning
layer are forwarded to the coordinathg lay€r safety
modules, in order to aid the safety assessment carried out at
this level.

j) The Activities Planning Layer
The segregation between safety and contlol is even more
distinguishable at this level, this being mainly due to the
long-term consequence analysis provided here. Task
definition for forwarding to th€ intermediate coordinating
level is mainly done as a coordination process between
confiol determining agents and safety detemining agents.
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Both contlol and safety agents tend to influence each other,
the former by indicating the required course of action for
achieving the goals originally set out, and the latter by
indicating what type of tasks may give rise to higher hazard
risks than otherc. The level of communication in this case
takes the form of highly abstract symbolic messages, such
as a beliefjudgement on the safety of a specific task or a
measure of the confidence with which the system can
cunently operate. This type of con.munication is very
similar to the value judgements as proposed by Albus [21],
and indeed the safety agents do perform as value judging
agents, ensuring that a consensus is reached between task
achieving objectives and risk minimisation objectives.

This layer also uses a topological mapping of the
environment which takes a global rather tharl a local view
of the world. It is not intended to act as a metric map of tle
excavator's enviroffnent but is primarily a knowledge base
which aids in the activities planning of the system. The
topological mapping consists mainly of a network of nodes
and arcs, nodes representing locations whereas arcs
representing paths between locations. This topological
mapping stategy has been proposed for several robotic
systems [18][22], although the level of abstraction of the
information represented tends to vary. In this case, the
knowledge representation tends to be higlrly symbolic in
nature, as this sigaificantly aids in the planning strategies
utilised by both control and safety agents. Information
stored on tJre nodes artd arcs is represented at different
shata and is operated upon as shown in figure 3.

A specific statum represents information regarding specifrc
goal achievement ard risk concems, such as toppling risk or
collision risk when travelling along a specific path, or
operating the arm during digging. Data fed into the strata is
mostly determined by its safety relatedness. Aspects
regarding risk assessment or uncerlainty in the perceived
entities at a location or path are directly fed by the safety
agents to the map, through the knowledge gained from
lower level feedback, from specific sensory perception
routines at these higher levels, and also from pre-defined
knowledge obtained prior to operation. Reading access is
permitted for the control agents, but such agents are
prohibited from modifting any safety related information.
In this manner, the integrity of the safety information is
maintained.

When it comes to determining the task plan to be carried
out, both the control and safety agents will be capable of
extracting information from the topological map in order to
make their own assessments. In the event oftravelling from
node to node along an arc, the information extracted may
represent a measure ofobstacle concentation expected, and
any past knowledge of problems in interacting with the
environnent. These measures will all reflect the uncertainty
in the ability to arrive safely at the required location. The
conhol agents may then take specifrc task decisions
depending on such information. Tho safety agents will
furlher integrate envtonmental knowledge from the
topological mapping, with the curent intemal system state,
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Figue 3. Stnrctue oftopological mapping strata, indicating the mode of knowledge input dependent
on safety relatedeness, and lcrowledge retrieval dependent on node or arc.

deternining a general belief value of the system's safe
performance. These measures aid in determining the risk
being taken by the system to perform its actions.

When the required balance between dsk and goal
achievement is obtained, the specified task is fed to the
coordinator level. Feedback on the mode of operation of the
lower levels is then used to determine task achievement
ftom a controller's point of view, and furthermore to
determine whether the risk judgement was satisfactory from
the safety agents' point of view. Feedback information is
also used to update the topological mapping with regards to
purely task achieving features, but also, and more
importantly, to map any difficulties encountered, such as
tilting ground or level of obstacle avoidance required druing
task achievement. As a result, the topological mapping acts
as a long-term memory for the system, aiding in looking at
past situations and thet outcomes and determining long
telm consequences ofthe actions being taken.

A safety judgement is also made on the intemal system
operation. This framework of assessment utilises an on line
fault tree analysis approach, monitoring intemal system
failures. Klowledge of the state of operation of the intemal
system also aids in developing a proprioceptive approach as
proposed in [23], where information gathered ftom intemal
sensory systems are utilised to assess the information from
external sensory systems, although here, proprioception
occurs at a more abstract and sl,rnbolic level.

As a result of the above actions, the upper activities
plandng level is not only involved in creating a plan of
action to serve as a guidance for the lower levels. It will
also create predictions, regarding aspects such as sensory
dependability, or where the focus of attention may be
required, together with a measure of the belief in the
system's capacity to avoid hazardous situations, thus

helping the lower levels to achieve their task more
effrciently and safely.

]V. DEALTNG WITH SAFETY ISSUES WITHIN THE
ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architectue outlined above is deemed to deal
with a number of major issues in safe system design. These
issues are described in the following subsections.

A. Safety Integrqtion within dffirent levels

As can be seen ffom the above, safety is built as a number
of modules running in parallel with control, through the
different levels. Yet, the level of integration of safety
aspects with conhol vades according to the control level, as
can be viewed in figure 4. At the lowest reactive layer,
safety is substantially embedded into th€ reactive confrol
itself. Safety featwes are almost indistinguishable from the
reactive control features due to the fact that real-time
confiol and safety decisions are indistinguishable, such as
obstacle or tilt avoidaace for the excavator. Furlhermore, it
is the combination of the safety and control modules which
form individual reactive behaviours, causing the safety
operational featues to be intimately bound to the rolated
control features.

On the other haad, as one moves further up the hierarchy,
safety modules become more distinguishable from control,
and indeed may be represented as completely separate
agents at the top contol layer. The logic behind this
approach, as outlined earlier on, is that safety reasoning can
be sepamted from the control courterpart. This aids in
ensudng that the safety analysis performed within the
system is coherent, mther than being ftagmented. It allows
for a more rigorous development of the safety related
modules.
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Figure 5. Example of how hazards are handled
throughout the architecture while fiavelling

between the risk being taken tbrough the route and the
efficiency of the route to anive to destination. The planner
will also, only accept a route if it is knowledgeable from
information received through the lower layers, that the
lower levels themselves are capable of managing the risks
involved.

Having determined the route, plans and risk assessment are
shifted to the coordinator level, which in tum issues target
directions to the reactive layer in order to provide for the
required action. The coordinator level has the function of
looking at the short-term consequence of specific actions,
together with being able to inter?ret the reactive layer's
operation. Hazard avoidance interventions which are not
taken by the coordinator level are then dealt with at the
reactive layer level on a real-time basis. Figure 5 illushates
the mode ofhow such a situation is handled.

C. Inter-Layer Feedback for better management of safety

Feedback from lower levels to the levels above give an
indication of the upper level's ability in hterpretfurg the
hazard potential of the actions being taken. A reactive layer
which does not have to create substantial obstacle
avoidance vectors, gives a clear indication to the
coordinating level tlat the route chosen is safe enough. On
the other hand, if the reactive layer has taken the excavator
furlher away ffom its target position because of obstacle
avoidance, this gives an indication of the upper level's
inability to select a safe route. Similarly interventions
recorded by the coordinating level, give an indication of the
extent at which the top planner level has been able to
interpret safety and dsk aspects. These feedback recordings
aid both the coordinating level and activities planning level
to reassess their safety management abilities, potentially
rcquidng the levels to put more emphasis on safety and
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Figure 4. Progressive distinction between safety and control
architectural features

B. Handling Safety on dtferent Time antl Spatial Scales

The division into layers is such as to provide safety on
different time and spatial frames and different levels of
abstaction. This is in compliance with Albus's theory of
intelligence [21], although the architec re is hybrid in
nature ruther than of a stdct hierarchical form as presented
by Albus.

In the proposed architecture, the bottom most reactive level
is capable of considering real time safety aspects and
hazardous situations. Furthermore, the intermediate level is
capable of looking at shofi-term consequences, avoiding
potential hazards which it can predict, and thus reducing the
level of safety intervention on the reactive layer. Finally,
the top level can haadle long term consequences of the
excavator's actions and is capable of determining courses of
actions which will try to minimise any hazard occurrence.
This hazard reduction procedure would therefore reduce the
safety workload on the coordinating level as much as is
possible from a long-term consequence point ofview.

Thus, the outcome of this approach is that hazard sources
may be handled by each individual level to different
extents, depending on the hazard mode of occurrence and
the short and long-term consequences. This allows for the
ability to reduce hazards further and fufiher as task
operations are passed down the hierarchical levels. For
example, a potential travelling plan though a building site
may be set out by the top-level activities planner. The
plarrller will hy to opt for a route which, apart ftom taking
the excavator to the required destination in an efficient
manner, also searches for a route which has been previously
detemined to have a low hazard occurence probability.
This hazard measurement is determined from either pre-
operation acquiTed knowledge, or from feedback obtained
via tlle lower levels, when passing through the same route
in earlier tasks. The planner will then shike a balance

Elimination of



hazard avoidance ratler than on task achievement. In this
manner, task achievability is still possible, and safety is not
hindered.

D. Enyironme tal Interdction Uncertqinry

The guidance provided by each upper level to the level
below it and the feedback provided by each lower level to
the level above it, also helps il managing the uncertainty
present in the system's ability to observe its environment
and to conhol its interaction in a safe manner. Feedback
obtained ftom the lower levels can help in the perceptual
abilities of the upper levels. Perceivrng a path of action to
be safe at the upper activities planner level, only to receive
feedback indicating substantial intervention by the lower
levels in order to avoid hazards, clearly indicates that the
perception of a safe path of action was a misjudgement and
coraection of the interpretation is required. This would
result tr a higher perceived unceltainty level, leading to a
more tentative operational approach. Conversely, if
feedback received ftom the intervention of the lower layers,
complies with the expectations set by the upper layer, then
this will reduce the perceived uncertainty in the activities
planner level to observe and interpret its envfuonment.
Consequently, an indication of high confrdence in the
system operation would result from the modules at each
level having to intewene less and less to maintain safety

The management of uncertainty dfuecdy reflects the
system's ability to manage the risks involved in interactirg
with the excavator's surroundings. The feedback obtained
reflects the action and perception abilities of the system,
and counter measures can be taken to ensure that the level
of interaction between system artd environment is within
the underlying systems' information limitations.

E. Diversit, and Redurulancy

As mentioned above, the hybrid architecture provides for
the possibility of dealing with safety Foblems at different
levels starting from a highly abstact, long term
consequence assessment at the upper most level, to a real
time, reactive safety maintenance at the bottom most level.
The gradual reduction and elimination of potential hazards
as tasks move down the hierarchy, provides for an inlerent
safety rodundancy, which is based on completely diverse
control principles and which can handle safety problems in
very different manners. The diversity in the control
principles is mainly due to the diverse operational
requirements for each level and the different levels of
abstaction at which each level operates. Consequently,
hazards and hazardous situations not detectable at a specific
level, may still be managed by the other levels, maintaining
overall safety integdty.

Furthermore, the fact that each level is relatively
independent flom the other levels, allows it to continue
operating even in thc event of an other level failing, thus
still securing safety, albeit within certain constraints. If for

example, the top activities planner fails, the intermediate
level may still be able to ensure that tle system will operate
safely, although the overall system will not be able to cater
for long term consequences of the actions taken. Similarly,
if the intermediate level fails, the lower reactive level will
still be able to maintain the bare safety requtements for
real-time safety maintenance. Yet, it will obviously, not be
able to measure action consequences, and will definitely
inhibit the possibility of the excavator achieving its
operational task. Still, a graceful system failure and fail safe
situation can be achieved, in a worst case scenado, due to
this independence between levels.

F. Deyelopme t and Validation Aspects

The mode of integrating safety requfuements within the
different layers as presented here, also allows for a better
framework for system development within the context of
the proposed safety life cycle [1]. The architectural division
itself serves as a basis of managing the development of the
components in order to aid the validation and verification
process of development. The relativ€ independence of the
layers provides for the ability to develop, validate and
verify layers individually. The inherent temporal and spatial
divisions provide a basis for development structuring.
Furthermore, a safety case for the excavator may be
produced, based on parallel safety arguments generated
from the individual layers in dealing with the same hazards
in different modes. In addition, integration testing
requfuements nay be less demanding than if the levels
where significantly dependent on each other.

Further to the above, the form of diversity and redundancy
inherent in the architectue allows for safety integrity to be
distdbuted between all the levels, allowing for a higher
overall system safety integrity ftom lower salety integrity
architectual components. The diversity and redundancy
aspect also greafly enhances the ability to utilise AI
techrology for higher abstact reasoning safety agents.
Even though AI agents may only be considered to be of a
low safety integdty [1], general safety is still provided for,
by the fusion of the safety outcome of each level.
Furthermore, the segregation between safety and control, as
one moves up the architecture, allows for different safety
integrity levels to be allocated to contol and safety
modules, allowing for different levels of development
rigour as required by the allocaled integrity level.

V. CoNcLUSToN

This paper proposes a method by which environmental
interaction can be managed within system safety limits. In
systems such as an autonomous excavator openting in its
complex environment, exhaustive definition of the
envfuonment at the requirements definition stage of
development becomes a daunting task, if not unrealisable.
The axchitectwal division into layers and the underlying
division of safety, aids in defining what enviroffnental



features will be required to be perceived within the different
levels, greatly facilitating the environment definition at the
specification stage of development. Furthermore, t}te issue
of dealing with the uncertainty of hterpreting the
enviroffnent ensures that the excavator is aware of its
limitations in observability and controllability and utilises
feedback from what it perceives to determine how
dependable its interaction with the environment is.

The layered division and the level independence should also
provide for better hazard management through the system's
ability to visualise hazards on different spatial and temporal
scales. This mode of defning safety accommodates a
representation of safety'awareness' tbrough its upper
levels, arrd a safety 'instinct' though its reactive level. The
layered division also aids in avoiding over-reliance on a
specific level or a specifrc module for ensuring safe
operation, allowing for a more tactable design, pafiicularly
when considering issues ofverification and validation.

The axchitecture proposed here also t es to emphasise the
issue of transparency in the mode of control, i.e. the ability
to trace out how a specific action is taken and how the
safety modules are capable of handling the related safety
problems. Traasparency or traceability, is a major
requtement for validating and verifying safety-related
systems. Systems that are required to operate safely and
within specifrc saf€ty integnty levels, should not exhibit
unexpected reactions to certain sensory stimuli, and indeed,
stdct representations such as fornal methods may be
required [1]. Yet, haceability and a clear comprehension of
how tle system deternines a specific action is what is
lacking in purely reactive systems such as the subsumption
architecture [24] where behaviours are said to be emergent
in natue. Although reactivity does give rise to robustness,
an approach is required which allows traceability. Thus, the
hybrid nature and distdbution of the architectue should
ensure a clearer representation of the intemctions within the
system, and further provides for the requted robustness for
safety.

A. Currmt qnd Future Deyelopme t Stqges

Curently, the architecture is in the process of being
developed for the converted mini-excavator, initially on a
simulation platform, with the scope of identifying and
delineating the specific safety concems for each level. The
major safety and control features within each level have
already been identifred, and detailed safety and control
models has been created for certain parts of the architectue.
Furdrer detailed analysis into the required interaction
betwe€n contoller and safety modules still needs to be, and
is being, carried out. In this respect, the issue of safety
'awareness' can be further developed to represent the
mears by which the top activities-planner safety agents
interpret thet role. It is envisaged that the safety case

[][3][9], which develops the arguments used to validate
system safety, may be directly integrated within the
reasoning patten of the top level safety agents. In this
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manner they can generate a more global view of the
system's safety integrity by determining the validity of the
safety case arguments themselves.

Further to the above, the project's aim is to focus mainly on
the functional failure issues, outlining the excavator's
ability to perceive its environment and act on it in a safe
manner. Otler 'internal' failure issues, particularly raadom
hardware failures, axe not considered to be a major concem
within the scope of this work. Yet, they are still dealt with
to a certain extent through the use of all intemal failure-
monitodng element present within the safety agents at the
activities planner level. The inclusion provides for better
handling of system reliability.

The handling of uncertainty as a form of managing risk
resulting ftom the lack of knowledge in environmental
interaction, will be directly embedded in the mode in which
the individual modules and levels haadle information. This
is expected to be achieved through the utilisation of belief
measures, mapped onto perceptual information and intemal
system state behaviour. The belief measure representation
will inherently ensure that processing of information will
cater for the underlying information limitations and
accuracy.

Although there has been rnention of the safety implications
of having such systems interact with humars, consideration
of such issues has not yet been given due attention. Indeed,
such aspects give rise to various perceptual arrd
communication requirements, some occurring at a more
sl,rnbolic level than others. Yet, it is felt that the
architectwe should be able to accommodate such human
interaction requirements, by being able to spread both the
resulting perception and action effects across the levels,
depending on the reactivity or reasoning level required.
Work, in this area, though, needs to be carried out to verify
such implications.

Leaming is another issue which needs to catered for in the
long term. Indeed, various arguments may be presented in
favour or against the inclusion of leaming within a safety
architectue. The major advantage of leaming is that the
system becomes capable of coping with situations which
were not originally defined. The ability to learn may
therefore be considered as the ability to ircrease system
robusftess and as a result, allow for a better safety
management [25]. Yet, there is no clear means of
guaranteeing that the autonomously leamt perception-
action coupling results in a safer behaviour, unless the
learning approach is not properly monitored by some safety
agent. This then presents further problems regarding the
level of knowledge available to the safety-assessing agent
in the fust place.
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